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APPENDIX B 
 

Wellhead Protection Program Awards by 
American Water Works Association, MDEQ 
and Groundwater Guardian Organizations  

 





   Michigan Section 
American Water Works Association 

P.O. Box 609 
Grand Ledge, Michigan 48837-0609 

 
July 31, 2013 

 
Mr. John P. Paquin 
Environmental Programs Manager 
City of Kalamazoo 
Department of Public Services 
Environmental Services Division 
1415 North Harrison Street 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kalamazoo, MI  49007-2565 
 
Dear Mr. Paquin: 
 
SUBJECT: 2013 Large System Exemplary Wellhead Protection Program Award 
 
Congratulations!!! The City of Kalamazoo has been selected as the recipient of the "2013 Exemplary 
Wellhead Protection Program Award" for a large-sized system from the Michigan Section of the American 
Water Works Association (MI-AWWA). 
 
The City of Kalamazoo has done an excellent job at implementing an effective wellhead protection program 
and should be proud of this accomplishment. The Groundwater/Source Water Committee of MI-AWWA was 
particularly impressed with the methods you have used to integrate the program with local, regional and 
state programs.  We encourage you to continue to actively implement your program.  Let us know if we can 
assist you in any way. 
 
We look forward to seeing you at the 2013 Annual Conference of Michigan Section AWWA at the Amway 
Grand Plaza Hotel, Grand Rapids where you will be formally recognized for this accomplishment at the 
Awards Luncheon Wednesday, September 11 beginning at 11:45 a.m.  The luncheon cost for you, and any 
other representatives from the City, will be complimentary.  Please forward the names of those who will be 
attending. 
 
Sincerely, 

     
John J. Bayha, P.E., Chairman 
AWWA Groundwater/Source Water Committee 
 
cc: Ms. Sue Foune, City of Kalamazoo 
 Mr. Michael Wetzel, City of Kalamazoo 
 Mr. Wayne Kukuk, MDEQ 
 Mr. Eric Way, MI-AWWA  
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The 2017 Drinking Water Protection Survey of Kalamazoo County was sent to a random sample 
of households in Kalamazoo County. This executive summary serves to highlight key findings 
generated from the responses.

���&��!��'

� A strong majority (74%) of residents continue to be aware that groundwater is the source 
of drinking water in Kalamazoo County.

� Most residents who believe that they know how rain and melting snow are handled 
identified a separate storm sewer as the system used (38%). However, more residents 
simply reported not knowing (43%).

� Newspapers and local online news (36%), public water supply annual water quality 
reports (32%), and television (29%) serve as the most common sources of information 
about drinking water, groundwater, and other water resource matters in Kalamazoo 
County. The next most popular response indicated that the respondents had received no 
information from any source (25%).

(������
'

� About two-thirds (67%) of residents get their tap water from a public water supply 
system.

� Among residents who have a private well, about half (49%) report having their well 
water tested periodically. However, only a small number (3%) do so at least annually.

� The primary reasons for not testing well water are: confidence that the water is safe 
(44%), a belief that testing water is too much trouble (15%), and other concerns 
(41%).

� No respondents (0%) reported that it was the cost of testing or concerns about 
results that kept them from testing their well water.

� Write-in responses explaining the other concerns were mixed, but many of them 
indicate that the residents simply had not considered it before.

� A small portion of residents (15%) used bottled water as their primary source of drinking 
water. The remaining residents were roughly split between drinking unfiltered tap water 
(44%) and drinking filtered tap water (40%).

� In comparison to previous survey findings, improving taste (47%) and health 
concerns (30%) remain the top reasons for filtering tap water. However, improving 
clarity dropped (13% to 4%) and having another reason increased (13% to 18%). This
change is statistically significant.

� Many of the other reasons supplied through write-in responses suggest that 
filtering water is a matter of convenience or because filters were already built-in 
to the house or appliances. Given that filtering is inherently not more convenient 
than not filtering, it is possible that such responses also refer to a filter already 
being present.
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� A near two-thirds majority of residents (64%) report using all their medications/ 
supplements or disposing of them at a Red Med Box. About one-forth (26%) put them in 
their garbage, and only a small number (2%) reported flushing them.

� For leftover household chemicals, most residents reported either taking them to a 
hazardous waste disposal center (72%) or never having to dispose of such products 
(18%). Most of the remaining residents (17%) reported putting them in the garbage.

� Residents were roughly split between never applying fertilizer, pesticides, and/or 
herbicides to their lawns (38%) and doing so once or twice per year (39%). The 
remaining (22%) did so three or more times per year.

� The vast majority of residents do not have an unused well or have properly plugged theirs
(89%). Of the remaining, most report not knowing the answer (10%) and only a small 
number are aware of an unused and non-plugged well (1%).

) �����#'
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� Despite concerns about lead in drinking water in Michigan and nationally, Kalamazoo 
County residents tended to agree that their drinking water is safe, with 74% agreeing and 
only 12% disagreeing. Importantly, this is not a significant change since the 2012 survey, 
indicating that the water crisis in Flint has not negatively affected opinions about the 
safety of Kalamazoo County water.

� A plurality of residents (43%) agreed with the statement that elevated iron and/or 
hardness in drinking water is a health concern. Nearly one-third (33%) felt neutral about 
the statement and one-fourth (25%) disagreed.

� The vast majority of residents (90%) agreed that pollutants from streets, parking lots, and 
other impervious surfaces can negatively affect the water quality of rivers, lakes, or 
groundwater. Only a small number of residents (2%) disagreed.

� Fluoridation continues to receive strong support, with most residents agreeing that 
fluoride should continue to be added to drinking water (70%) or feeling neutral about it 
(18%).

� When asked explicitly about lead, most residents (52%) did not have an opinion about 
whether the City of Kalamazoo is making an acceptable effort to address concerns. Most 
of the remaining responses (36%) were agreement that the City is making an acceptable 
effort.

������

� A slight majority of residents (54%) reported being neutral on the statement that 
industrial and commercial businesses in Kalamazoo County are making an acceptable 
effort to protect our water resources. The remaining responses were nearly split between 
agreeing (26%) and disagreeing (20%), with agreement having a slight edge.

� Similarly, the most common response to the statement that local governments are making 
an acceptable effort to protect groundwater was feeling neutral (46%). However, most of 
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the remaining responses were agreement (40%), with only a small minority disagreeing 
(14%).

� Another related statement concerned whether local governments are making an 
acceptable effort to protect surface water through stormwater management. Residents 
were largely split between agreement (44%) and feeling neutral (43%). The remaining 
residents (13%) disagreed.

� This represents a significant change since 2012, when agreement was slightly higher 
in categorical responses (48%) and disagreement was also higher (20%).

� The mean has remained stable at around 3.3, which indicates that this is a move 
toward neutrality rather than a shift toward agreement or disagreement.

��������������

� Residents report being eager to become better informed (76%), supporting ordinances 
addressing water quality (82%), and taking actions to conserve water (78%).

*������ �
�'

The full details of the methodology, sample, and results are reported in the following sections. In 
addition to more statistical information relating to the above findings, the results also include all 
write-in responses and comments provided by participants. The comments provided for the two 
final prompts (“how do you feel about the safety of the drinking water in Kalamazoo County?” 
and “we welcome your comments and suggestions about the water resources of Kalamazoo 
County, including any concerns that you might have about the drinking water”) are particularly 
detailed, including a wide variety of thoughts, opinions, criticisms, and suggestions. Given the 
diversity of these comments, it would be impossible to adequately summarize them, so they are 
included in-full at the conclusion of this report.
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A questionnaire was designed through collaboration between the Kercher Center for Social 
Research and the City of Kalamazoo Wellhead Protection Committee. The instrument from the 
most recent Drinking Water Protection Survey was used as a base model, and changes made were
based on recommendations from the committee and an analysis of responses in the previous 
survey. In June 2017, the questionnaire was sent to a random sample of 2,000 Kalamazoo County
households. Each was addressed to a specific adult occupant, with “or current resident” added 
below that name. Over the following six weeks, a total of 308 surveys were returned by 
respondents. The response rate was 15.4 percent and, although slightly lower than typical for 
previous surveys of this area, is within normal ranges for mailed questionnaires to general 
audiences. This report summarizes the findings of the study.

Age of Participants Number Percent
Percent
in 2012

Percent
in 2006

18-24 2 0.7
---

25-34 23 7.6

18-35 --- 13.9 10.1

35-49 54 17.8
---

50-64 108 35.6

36-64 --- 51.2 59.8

65 or Older 116 38.3 34.8 30.2

Total Valid 303 445 338

Missing 5 4 12

The majority of respondents were over the age of 50, with those between the ages of 50 and 64 
(36 percent) and those 65 or older (38 percent) representing similarly sized groups of 
participants. They were followed by ages 35-49 (18 percent) and then 25-34 (8 percent). Less 
than one percent of the participants were college-aged young adults. This distribution is slightly 
higher than what would typically be expected for Kalamazoo County. The 2010 Census would 
expect only about 16 percent of the population to be over age 65. The years since that time may 
result in some aging of the population, but this sample is slightly skewed towards an older age, 
as is common with mail-based surveys.

In addition, 99 percent of respondents had a high school degree or higher compared to 93 percent
in the county according to the 2010 Census. Further, 58 percent reported a college degree or 
higher compared to 35 percent in the Census. Thus, the sample is slightly more educated than the
population. This discrepancy is also common with mail-based surveys. Importantly persons with 
less than a four-year college degree are still represented in the sample (42 percent).

Although many areas in Kalamazoo County were represented in this sample, the most commonly
reported ZIP codes were 49009 (16 percent), 49024 (11 percent), and various other ZIP codes 
representing areas covered by the Kalamazoo post office.

The 2017 sample is statistically similar to that of the 2012 survey.
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Education Level of Participants Number Percent
Percent
in 2012

Percent
in 2006

Less than high school 2 0.7 1.3 1.5

High school diploma or GED 25 8.3 15.0 13.9

Some college, vocational training, or Associate 
Degree

98 32.5 30.3 29.9

Four-year college degree (e.g., B.A., B.S.) 87 28.8 30.5 32.2

Master’s, doctoral, or professional degree (e.g.,
M.A., M.D., J.D., Ph.D.)

90 29.8 22.9 22.4

Total Valid 302 446 388

Missing 6 3 12

ZIP Code of Participants Number Percent
Percent
in 2012

Percent
in 2006

49001 - Kalamazoo 30 9.9 7.3 8.8

49002 - Portage 24 7.9 7.9 8.8

49004 - Kalamazoo 23 7.6 7.0 8.5

49006 - Kalamazoo 25 8.3 8.8 7.7

49007 - Kalamazoo 4 1.3 3.4 2.1

49008 - Kalamazoo 23 7.6 5.0 6.7

49009 - Kalamazoo 48 15.9 16.8 20.1

49012 - Augusta 9 3.0 2.0 1.0

49024 - Portage 34 11.3 14.1 9.8

49034 - Climax 1 .3 1.1 .8

49048 - Kalamazoo 21 7.0 9.1 10.8

49052 - Fulton 1 .3 2.0 1.3

49053 - Galesburg 7 2.3 .7 .3

49060 - Hickory Corners 1 .3 1.1 1.5

49071 - Mattawan 3 1.0 .2 .3

49080 - Plainwell 4 1.3 .5 1.3

49083 - Richland 9 3.0 .2 .0

49087 - Schoolcraft 7 2.3 2.7 3.1

49088 - Scotts 8 2.6 2.9 2.1

49097 - Vicksburg 18 6.0 1.4 1.5

Total Valid 302 441 388

Missing 8 8 12
Note: Names associated with ZIP codes represent post offices, but not necessarily 
addressee location. For example, Mattawan is located outside Kalamazoo County, but the 
Mattawan ZIP code does include some addresses in Kalamazoo County. Households were 
selected using county information - not merely ZIP codes - to ensure households were 
located within Kalamazoo County.
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Lakes, rivers, and streams in the County 28 9.5 43 9.9 27 6.9

Lake Michigan 6 2.0 11 2.5 13 3.3

Groundwater 218 74.1 329 75.8 282 72.5

I don’t know 42 14.3 51 11.8 67 17.2

Total Valid 294 434 389

Missing 14 15 11

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

By a public water supply system 205 66.8 295 66.3 267 67.1

By a private well 90 29.3 126 28.3 117 29.4

I don’t know 12 3.9 23 5.1 14 3.5

Other (Asked 2006-2012) -- -- 1 .2 0.0 0.0

Total 307 445 398

Missing 1 4 2

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Never 45 50.6 53 43.1 50 43.1

Every few years 41 46.1 65 52.8 57 49.1

At least once a year 3 3.4 5 1.1 9 7.8

Total Valid 89 123 116

N/A (I don’t have a well) 217 320 279

Missing 2 6 5

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012

Number Percent Number Percent

Cost of samples 0 0.0 5 9.4

Have safe water—not necessary 18 43.9 14 26.4

Not convenient—too much trouble 6 14.6 9 17.0

Concerned about the results and consequences 0 0.0 0 0.0

Other 17 41.5 25 47.2

Total Valid 41 53

N/A 263 390

Missing 4 6

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Straight from the tap 132 44.4 198 45.1 198 51.8

Filtered tap water 120 40.4 168 38.3 117 30.6

Bottled water 45 15.2 73 16.6 67 17.5

Total 297 439 382

Missing 11 10 5

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Because of health concerns 41 30.4 67 30.0 46 22.5

To improve taste 63 46.7 99 44.4 82 40.2

To improve clarity 6 4.4 29 13.0 16 7.8

For another reason 25 18.5 28 12.6 60 29.4

Total 135 223 204

N/A (primary water is straight from tap) 132 198

Missing 41 28
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2017 2012

Number Percent Number Percent

Keep them or use them all 91 32.4 (Not Asked)

Flush them down the toilet or sink 7 2.5 28 6.3

Put in garbage 73 26.0 209 46.8

Dispose of them at a Red Med Box 89 31.7 95 21.3

Other 21 7.5 118 26.4

Total 281 447

Missing 27 2
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

I never have a need to dispose of these products 54 17.8 150 33.8 116 29.0

Put them in the garbage 50 16.5 56 12.6 78 19.5

Flush them down the toilet or sink 2 0.7 3 0.7 7 1.8

Take them to a hazardous waste disposal center 219 72.3 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

Dump them on the ground 3 1.0 3 0.7 2 0.5

Put them down the storm sewer 0 0.0 4 0.9 3 0.8

Other 17 5.6 251 56.5 214 53.5

Missing 5
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Never—I do not have a lawn 31 10.3
124 32.4 96 27.3

Never—I do not use them 85 28.2

Once or twice a year 119 39.5 171 44.6 153 43.6

Three or more times a year 66 21.9 88 23.0 102 29.0

Total 301 383 351

Missing 7 66 49

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017

Number Percent

Sanitary sewer 2 0.7

Separate storm sewer 111 37.8

Combined sanitary and storm sewer 39 13.3

It all soaks into the ground 14 4.8

I don’t know 128 43.5

Total 294

Missing 14
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2017 2012

Number Percent Number Percent

Yes, and it is properly plugged with 
bentonite/cement

22 7.4 27 6.1

Yes, but it is not plugged 3 1.0 13 2.9

No 244 81.9 346 77.9

I don’t know 29 9.7 58 13.1

Total 298 444

Missing 10 5

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

None 76 25.4 101 22.6 67 16.8

TV 87 29.1 200 44.8 188 47.0

Radio Ads 18 6.0 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

Facebook 9 3.0 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

Other social media source(s) 8 2.7 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

Newspaper or local news online 107 35.8 167 37.4 (Not Asked)

Kalamazoo City or County Websites 36 12.0 49 44.0 (Not Asked)

Other Internet source(s) 11 3.7 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

“View from the Curb” Newsletter 34 11.4 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

Public water supply annual water quality 
reports

97 32.4 153 34.3 179 44.8

School courses or programs 3 1.0 20 4.5 29 7.3

At county fairs, festivals, or other community 
events

13 4.3 33 7.4 37 9.3

Metro bus ads 6 2.0 7 1.6 (Not Asked)

Pre-movie theater trailer 15 5.0 33 8.5 (Not Asked)

Total Valid 299

Missing 9
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Participants were asked whether they agree or disagree with each of a series of statements. In this
chart, the larger the number, the more agreement there was with the statement. See the pages that
follow for the full statement wording and results.
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Drinking water is safe

High iron/hardness is a health concern

Pollutants affect water quality

PWSS should continue adding fluoride

Businesses protect our water

Local gov. protects groundwater

Local gov. protects surface water

City of Kzoo is addressing lead in drinking water

I want to be better informed

I support ordinances to protect drinking water

I take actions to conserve

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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2017 2012 2006

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

13) I think that my drinking water is safe. 3.84 .999 3.80 .956 3.79 .967

14) I think that elevated iron and/or hardness in 
drinking water is a ������  concern.

3.27 1.095 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

15) I think pollutants (such as auto fluids, grass 
clippings, or leaves) from streets, parking lots, and
other impervious surfaces can negatively affect 
the water quality of rivers, lakes, or groundwater.

4.36 .723 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

16) Public Water Supply Systems should continue 
its practice of adding fluoride to its drinking water
system for dental benefits (Kalamazoo City has 
added fluoride since 1951).

3.85 1.093 3.90 1.267 3.90 1.026

17) Industrial and commercial businesses in 
Kalamazoo County are making an acceptable 
effort to protect our water resources.

3.05 .847 3.11 .698 2.97 .721

18) My �����  governments are making an 
acceptable effort to protect groundwater.

3.29 .902 3.33 .832 3.24 .805

19) My �����  governments are making an 
acceptable effort to protect our surface water 
(lakes, streams and Kalamazoo River) by 
stormwater management, etc. 

3.32 .887 3.26 .996 (Not Asked)

20) I think the City of Kalamazoo is making an 
acceptable effort to address the concern of lead in 
drinking water.

3.26 .841 (Not Asked) (Not Asked)

21) I want to be better informed about water 
resources in Kalamazoo County.

4.02 .761 3.91 .747 3.97 .658

22) I support ordinances that continue to give 
�����  government authority to protect the quality 
of our drinking water.

4.10 .790 4.01 .956 4.03 1.040

23) I take actions to conserve water in my daily 
life.

4.00 .810 4.10 .766 (Not Asked)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 77 25.0 93 21.1 83 21.4

Agree 152 49.4 237 53.7 197 50.9

Neutral 43 14.0 60 13.6 60 15.5

Disagree 26 8.4 38 8.2 35 9.0

Strongly Disagree 10 3.2 15 3.4 12 3.1

Total Valid 308 441 387

Missing 0 8 13

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017

Number Percent

Strongly Agree 45 14.7

Agree 86 28.0

Neutral 100 32.6

Disagree 60 19.5

Strongly Disagree 16 5.2

Total Valid 307

Missing 1
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2017

Number Percent

Strongly Agree 146 47.4

Agree 132 42.9

Neutral 24 7.8

Disagree 5 1.6

Strongly Disagree 1 0.3

Total Valid 308

Missing 0
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 97 31.7 158 36.1 116 30.4

Agree 118 38.6 152 34.7 155 40.7

Neutral 55 18.0 79 18.0 79 20.7

Disagree 21 6.9 24 5.5 16 4.2

Strongly Disagree 15 4.9 25 5.7 15 3.9

Total Valid 306 438 381

Missing 2 11 19

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 12 3.9 16 3.7 12 3.2

Agree 67 22.0 113 25.9 76 20.3

Neutral 164 53.8 218 49.9 195 52.0

Disagree 48 15.7 67 15.3 74 18.7

Strongly Disagree 14 4.6 23 5.3 18 4.8

Total Valid 305 437 375

Missing 3 12 25

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 21 6.9 25 5.7 20 5.3

Agree 102 33.6 181 41.5 135 35.7

Neutral 140 46.1 160 36.7 154 40.7

Disagree 26 8.6 51 11.7 55 14.6

Strongly Disagree 15 4.9 19 4.4 14 3.7

Total Valid 304 436 378

Missing 4 13 22

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017 2012

Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 19 6.3 23 5.3

Agree 114 37.5 188 43.2

Neutral 130 42.8 135 31.0

Disagree 28 9.2 58 13.3

Strongly Disagree 13 4.3 31 7.1

Total Valid 304 435

Missing 4 14
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2017

Number Percent

Strongly Agree 18 6.0

Agree 90 30.0

Neutral 155 51.7

Disagree 26 8.7

Strongly Disagree 11 3.7

Total Valid 300

Missing 8
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2017 2012 2006

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 85 27.9 118 26.9 100 26.2

Agree 146 47.9 185 42.1 185 48.4

Neutral 70 23.0 117 26.7 84 22.0

Disagree 3 1.0 15 3.4 10 2.6

Strongly Disagree 1 0.3 4 0.9 3 0.8

Total Valid 305 439 382

Missing 3 10 18

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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2017

Number Percent

Strongly Agree 97 31.8

Agree 154 50.5

Neutral 45 14.8

Disagree 6 2.0

Strongly Disagree 3 1.0

Total Valid 305

Missing 3
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2017 2012

Number Percent Number Percent

Strongly Agree 82 26.8 160 36.2

Agree 157 51.3 193 43.7

Neutral 55 18.0 68 15.4

Disagree 9 2.9 15 3.4

Strongly Disagree 3 1.0 6 1.4

Total Valid 306 442

Missing 2 7

Year-to-year difference (2017 vs. 2012) is ���  statistically significant (p > .05)
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Frequency Response
1 North Drake Road area
1 CHY
2 Kalamazoo
1 Kalamazoo County
1 Not sure
1 AZO
5 City
2 City Kalamazoo
1 City of Galesburg
1 City of K
14 City of Kalamazoo
4 City of Kzoo
4 City of Portage
2 Comstock
1 Cork Street East
1 Don't know
1 East
35 Kalamazoo
18 Kalamazoo City
2 Kalamazoo County
1 Kalamazoo Groundwater
1 Kalamazoo Treasury
1 Kalamazoo Water Department
1 Kalamazoo/Portage
4 Kazoo
5 Kzoo
1 Kzoo City
1 Kzoo Township
2 Not sure
1 Oshtemo/Kalamazoo
1 Oshtemo/Texas Township
7 Parchment
24 Portage
2 Portage City
1 Portage City Water
1 Portage-Kalamazoo
1 Richland
1 Schoolcraft
1 Unsure
6 Vicksburg
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After new well was dug, water was tested, treated, then approved
Aquifer is tested by municipality
Assume it's OK?
Didn't know we needed it
Don't know how
Don't know where to have tested
Had it tested around 2003 and it was fine.
I don't worry about it
I live in an apartment complex
Just moved in last year
Never thought about it
Never thought about it!
Never thought I needed to.
Out of mind
Passed 4 years ago
Rental apartment
Tested when punched well - never checked since
Was approved when well was installed 10 yrs ago
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All of the above
Chilled
Convenience
Convenience
Convenience and safety
Convenience mostly and greater taste
Cooler in refrigerator
Don't use filter
Ease for sports/ [large] groups lunches (faucets [at] outdoor places questionable).
Ease of use
Excessive pesticides, maximum manure, herbicides, nitrates, nitrides, hydrogen sulfide, 

[illegible] and e. coli. [Names withheld], fungicides, turbidity, road spray Kzoo 
County

Handy - convenient to travel with
I drink more water that way
I rarely filter, but if I do it is for taste
In our area we have a lot of [lime] and rust and [iron] in water
Iron is high
It came with our house
It is colder from the [refrigerator] dispenser
It's there and is furnished by condo [associates]
My water smells like bleach
My wife buys it but I have no concerns about the city wellfield water.
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No good reason
Possibility of something bad
Refrigerator comes with filter water
Refrigerator dispenses filtered water
Removal of chlorine, etc.
Remove excess minerals
Rust/particle control; two inline whole house filters, Smicron, 20 micron
Salt in water from water softener
The water is usually yellow tinted and sometimes brown even
This water is filthy
Water from tap is orange
Yellow color, smell
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Ask pharmacy
At Doctor's office/medical waste
Dispose in coffee grounds and put in garbage
Do not have prescriptions, use supplements
Don't have any
Drop into paint [and] let it harden, then to hazardous waste collection
Give to VA
Have not had to do so yet
Household Waste Collection (HWC)
I don't take or accept medications
Incinerate
Keep till gone
No meds
No meds at this time
None are unused
Pharmacy for disposal
Republic Waste Service
Return for collection
Save for later
Some Med Box, some garbage
Stay in the cabinet
Use them
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Apply at desired rate. "Herbicides, fungicides"
Don't use
Donate paints
Give to others to burn in heating systems
Hazard waste disposal
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I put said items that they won't take at hazardous waste facilities into garbage
I would think it's a good idea to have hazardous waste have a neighborhood pickup
If I have them I ask my friends if they need/can use them. Otherwise I call hazmat.
Kitty litter
Kitty litter → Trash
Mix [with] cat litter and put in trash
Put out for bulk [pick up]
Saving them to dispose of them properly.
Spring Clean-Up
Still have them in possession - have done nothing with them but store
Trash dumpster
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[Respondent is blind]
Friend who is associated [with] water department of [Kalamazoo]
Gazette
Gull Lake Quality [Organization]
I haven't
KL landfill group?
Libraries, E.P.A., DEQ, Kalamazoo Health Department (bad, no help)
Movie theater advertisements
Oshtemo [Township] letters
People Co-op
Portage News
Texas Township newsletters
TV news reports
Walking/observing at Subo Preserve
WMU
Word of mouth
Word of mouth, other residents
Worked for COK DPW (38 yrs)
Zero water tester
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[Scary]! What's laying at bottom of streams and rivers in Kzoo County.
[Too] many [mute?] swans continuing to drop feces in many of Kazoo County's lakes and

streams.
Acceptable
Acceptable, but am unsure about how testing results are disseminated to the public. Will 

continue to use AquaGear to remove residual contaminants from drinking water.
Acceptable. We need county to educate the public of dangers of fluoride and discontinue 

putting in water. Residents could privately use if needed/wanted.
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After the water concerns in Flint, I was very happy when Kalamazoo tested for lead in 
our water supply. I know that the Vine neighborhood has had concerns with older 
housing and pipes.

Always a concern
Assuming it's safe - Don't want a Flint here!
At this point our water is quite drinkable, but effort is needed to keep watch on old 

systems that might go afoul.
Because the water is very hard, makes stains on our houses and driveways (from 

sprinkler), and tastes like metal, it leads me to believe the water is unsafe.
City of Kalamazoo - good; other - don't know
City water tastes bad, but seems to be okay
Concerned
Concerned about lead exposure in drinking water and not enough resources to test for it
Concerned, mostly because it's hard to clean once it has been polluted. And it is a life 

sustaining substance.
Confident
Confident in the water. I do use a water softener as iron, etc. is prevalent and not wanted 

in my appliances, sinks, etc.
Could be better. Has improved in the 7 years I've lived in the county though.
Depends on where you are in the county
Depends upon location. Assume city water is safe? However many wells [show] high 

levels of N[?]. Rural areas without access to city water and close to suburban 
developments on septic systems are threatened.

Don't know much about it.
Don't know our well is healthy, if too hard.
Don't know.
Drinking water is BAD in Kalamazoo/Portage... Yellow!
Efforts could be better [especially] by business/industry/agriculture
Even though Milwood area has terrible water, I think it is safe. I have to rent a softener 

and even then water is sometimes yellow.
Fair
Fairly confident
Fairly secure
Feel fairly safe, but monthly water main cleaning leads to yellowish water. I'd like to 

think it is just iron oxides. Who knows?
Feel relatively safe drinking our well water. Not sure about city water. Only drink bottled 

water at work in city.
Feel that it is safe based on info. I've been given.
Fine
Generally excellent; requires [constant] vigilance
Generally water is safe. More needs to be done in removal of old lead pipes. I would like 

to see more frequent water quality reports, more information about industrial 
discharges and controls.

Glad you handle it differently than Flint.
Good
Good
Good
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Good
Good
Good
Good
Good in my area (N.E.)
Good, acceptable safety. But never had it tested.
Good.
Great, I'll drink to that.
Have lived here a few years - not knowledge[able] enough to be certain - need info.
Have lived just in Portage, same address so don't know about rest of county.
Have not done enough research for informed opinion. Drink tap water so I guess that 

indicates my level of confidence in safety of drinking water...
Hope it is OK. I believe better in Portage than Kalamazoo.
Hope they are doing the best job they can to keep our water safe!
I am concerned by the amount of chlorine I can smell in our tap water, as well as what 

chemicals may be used in treating it.
I am leery about the safety
I am not happy with the quality of the water. It smells horrible and cringe to even brush 

my teeth and wash my face. We recently bought a new water heater hoping it 
would improve but it has not. I have contacted the city too.

I am not very aware of what programs are in place regarding KC drinking water. I do 
recall that the City of Kalamazoo's well heads are near the disposal sites for 
Kalamazoo River cleanup material and could leech into city wells.

I assume it is safe
I believe generally it is safe to drink.
I believe it is safe to drink as I also use a water treatment system. The city will need to 

plan and budget to upgrade, replace and maintain water and sewer system. The 
infrastructure is old and needs upgrading.

I believe it is safe, but there is room for improvement.
I believe it's probably OK (I have lived here most of my life) but don't know enough 

about the process, what is used, how often it's tested, lead content, etc. I would 
like to know more.

I believe it's safe.
I believe that drinking water is safe in KC but with the issues raised in Flint I think we 

need to take a careful look at our own processes and systems.
I cannot answer for the county. But in Vicksburg our water is quite safe.
I continue to believe it's safe, but you know FLINT!!!!
I did call about 6 [months] ago as I pour water into a tumbler to have available on 

counter. I thought it tasted poorly BUT now I keep it in the fridge and don't feel it 
tastes bad - BUT if I keep it at room temp., I do not like taste at all. My husband 
doesn't seem to feel that way. I just need to have it tested.

I do not drink plan[t?] water
I do not have enough information.
I don't drink it - but I hope it is safe.
I don't feel comfortable taking a bath because the water is not clear. We use filtered water 

for most drinking/cooking needs.
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I don't have enough factual information to make a statement regarding the safety of our 
water; it has been a concern of mine.

I don't know.
I don't think about it often, which means I am comfortable and confident about it.
I don't think the quality of the water is very good. I will NEVER drink my water straight 

from the tap. For the cost of water in the area it should be much better than it is.
I doubt that it is as safe as it should be.
I feel confident about its safety. More education is needed to educate consumers that their

local source is the most ecological and economic option. An educational 
campaign could explain that most bottled water's info on safety is less transparent 
and accessible to consumers than their local municipal water.

I feel it is good.
I feel it is safe
I feel it is safe
I feel it is safe for drinking.
I feel it is safe to drink
I feel it is safe to drink - However, my water is very hard from the tap.
I feel it is safe.
I feel it is very safe.
I feel it may be safe but I use a water softener and filters on the refrigerator.
I feel its unsafe - smells strongly of bleach some days, smells like sewer on others. I only 

drink it when I absolutely have to.
I feel like it's getting worse. The water quality in Texas Township is overwhelmed by new

construction and our water is yellow.
I feel like it's okay.
I feel like the water should be tested yearly in every home, free of charge to residents 

because we already pay taxes to make sure our water sources are protected and 
managed properly. I feel like it's safer to drink well water in certain areas than to 
drink city water. I wouldn't give my dog city water. I don't even give my dog our 
well water because of the salt from the softener.

I feel my well water is safe
I feel our water systems in this area are under attack. The Kalamazoo River smells like 

HELL! It didn't smell like that 200 years ago.
I feel that it is safe
I feel that our water from our well is safe.
I feel that the city water is probably safe to drink, but it is on the low end of safe. Our city

water at home comes out brown at times and has deposits in it. We filter our tap 
water before we drink it.

I feel the city water is safe. But the rural areas with a lot of farm land I feel should be 
more areas of concern. High nitrates with new families, especially.

I feel the water is safe. I appreciate the regular water quality information provided by the 
city.

I feel there are issues with the quality which is why we drink filtered or bottled water.
I have been very concerned about safe drinking water ever since I had to change from a 

private well in Kalamazoo County in 2006. It is hard to trust any city system since
the Flint problem.

I have confidence that it is safe.
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I have faith in our local government to take good care of the population of 
Kalamazoo/Portage

I have hard water at apartment complex that I try to filter for drinking but hate it for 
bathing, washing clothes. Also, I do not want to ingest fluoride and filters do not 
remove. Because of health issues surrounding fluoride it should be removed from 
the water supply. Also, the water downtown [at] work has a bad odor.

I have limited range of places I consume water, but I would say I feel safe.
I have never felt safe about drinking water out of the tap. Even when my children were 

babies I used bottled water to make their bottles.
I hope that the water is safe!
I imagine it is safe. I trust my local public works department to monitor. Hopefully, that 

will always be the case!
I know [they're] not doing a strong effort to make our drinking safer. I believe [they're] 

trying to make a better effort on streams and rivers.
I need to research the agendas highlighted in the questions I have just answered. I suspect

most citizens are not knowledgeable due to some minor effort it takes to look up 
the relevant information.

I recognize Kalamazoo has a tragic history of industrial degradation to local water 
resources, but I am confident in the city's water utility to provide safe drinking 
water to its citizens.

I still think nitrates and irrigation might be a future problem. And with the lack of future 
federal enforcement it will be easier for states and local governments to look the 
other way, and will allow an increase in pollution.

I think businesses and government and the citizens could all do a better job of keeping 
our water safe.

I think fluoride in the drinking water is bad for your health
I think it 'should' be OK - the taste and clarity is fine.
I think it is generally safe
I think it is safe and I drink it.
I think it is safe to drink.
I think it is safe.
I think it's safe - I am a former city resident and did not experience any problems there. 

My biggest concern is farm run-off and the stench of the [Kalamazoo] River at 
Riverview and Gull.

I think it's safe and the county does a good job of protecting it.
I think more could be done about [illegible]. The lead in the water must be treated.
I think that it is okay BUT improvements can always be made
I think the water is safe to drink, but sometimes my tap water is yellow because of my 

pipes. So I let the water run, but won't drink yellow water because it seems 
dirty/unsafe.

I want safe water
I worry about it because of the toxic smells around the county (not animal farms)
I'm concerned especially after the problems in Flint.
I'm concerned since our water is orange. I no longer trust the government to properly 

manage our water. People in Flint are still suffering!
I'm concerned that [it?] continue to be safe.
I'm confident that it's fine.
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I'm honestly unsure... I admit that my knowledge on the subject is lacking. My only 
gauge on water quality at this point is taste and I'm thankful our tapwater at home 
tastes good.

I'm not afraid to drink it when it is clear straight from the tap, however I feel much better 
[?] it as drinking bottled water.

I'm not aware of a problem so I'm OK; but in general, after your questionnaire, I feel 
uninformed.

I'm not sure the drinking water in Kalamazoo is safe. My water is often brown in color. I 
drink bottled water. If I had a choice I wouldn't bathe in the water.

I'm not totally sure Kalamazoo County drinking water is safe. Remember companies that 
used to pump contaminants into the ground.

I've nearly always in 32 years I've lived in Kzoo had [reverse osmosis] filter on tap since 
my water came from ground (own pump). Initially (first 3 years) lived in 
apartment and drank tap water without any issues.

If 15 ppm iron is bad in Flint, we're not far behind at 13
Important
In general it is very good, though nitrate levels can be elevated in private wells.
In general pretty good. I do believe continued scrutiny and attention by all concerned 

parties and users is a good and necessary thing
In our township water quality is not a priority
Is OK for now!
It has too much fluoride - [rotten?] to drink
It is at risk.
It is good as far as I know, but don't have much info about it.
It is safe to drink; no problems with it.
It is safe to drink. That's good enough for me.
It is safe unless it comes from Kzoo River, Bryant Pond, or Upjohn Pond.
It might be safe but it tastes bad in all parts of town
It seems to be safe as I have not hear of health concerns related to the water. When there 

are water main breaks, I'm not informed other than if I happen to catch it on the 
news and that concerns me. Also, I don't know the measures used by the city to 
keep our water safe.

It should be checked just in case there is an [existing] problem
It's fine
It's good
It's OK
It's OK but it probably could be a little better somewhere.
It's safe but not the best H2O
Just okay - somewhat concerned about lead pipes in older homes
Kalamazoo City and Portage is safe unless a lead water service feeds the home. 

Kalamazoo like other older cities need to remove all lead lines. Wells around 
farms?

Keep your testing and safety standards as high as is possible in todays technology
Know you are looking out for the residents
Little help at owner property expense from departments. Notified DEQ. Notified EPA. 

Notified Karr Laboratories. Notified (UL) Underwriters Laboratories. Notified 
Kalamazoo Health Department and MSU labs.
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Mostly safe - but not sure as I have no idea how vulnerable the drinking supply is.
My water is disgusting - I won't drink it. Brown more than not and too much chlorine.
N/A
Neutral
No concern
No concerns
No concerns
No major concerns.
No opinion
No opinion
No problem
No problems
No reason not to trust it, but I prefer my Brita to keep water from tap filtered, cold, and 

better tasting. I wouldn't want to reduce our protections of our water.
Not certain - little information
Not confident
Not good - honestly.
Not good - that's why I drink bottled water.
Not great, but better than most Michigan cities.
Not safe for drinking at all.
Not so sure about the security of the water towers.
Not sure - would like more information.
Not sure about other areas in Kalamazoo. [However] the water in my area needs to be 

evaluated. Bath water, dish water, laundry water, all water in this apartment 
complex is brown [?] be at the end and beginning of the month.

O.K.
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK - great
OK so far I guess?
On Krom St. I have coal filter and regular filter combo and still turn orange within two 

months. Shut off in let connection replace and all pipes an [CPUC?] from inlet 
throughout home pipe inlet still old unknown when installed on update

Our water is good, not concerned about other.
Our water is terrible! Both in pressure and amount of sediment. This is of great concern 

to us and when we call the county... we seem to get no answers/resolution.
Overall I think they are doing a good job.
Overall safe
Overall, safe. We utilize a reverse osmosis drinking water system at our home for taste 

plus we have exotic fish and pets that require it.
Per annual reports, the drinking water is safe. Truthfully, I don't know what our local 

government is doing to protect our water, nor do I really know what Kzoo County
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businesses are doing. With what is going on with the EPA  currently, I hope local 
governments all over will take environmental issues seriously!

Portage public water is nasty. My clothing is not white without bleach. Drinking water 
tastes nasty and if left in a container, can get "growth" in it. It is often not clear. 
Why?

Pretty good
Pretty safe
Protecting the drinking water - keeping it safe needs to be top priority - always looking at

quality and ways to keep it safe from pollutants and contaminants.
Questionable. I have had brown looking water, and so have my neighbors, at times. Have 

called about but got no response. If I use tap and filtered water for coffee and iced
tea there is a film on top. Water [department] said it is safe (?). Ugh.

Really good.
Reasonably comfortable - must maintain attention and concern.
Relatively uncertain, as we've only been back in the area for about a year - coming from 

Chicago/Evanston. Where the lake is the water source, I'm skeptical of the 
groundwater system (or system of regional wells, whatever it is exactly) that 
provides Kzoo drinking water due to historical paper production, oil spills in the 
River, etc. Also, unsure of what health issues higher-than-normal Fe levels could 
cause in very long term to human bodies if any.

Safe
Safe
Safe
Safe at this point
Safe to drink
Safety is probably OK, but we waste a lot of water.
Seems OK
Seems OK to wash and water, do not drink!
Seems to be all right.
Sometimes is slightly orange and tastes like iron.
The chlorine is overwhelming
The county should develop and maintain environmentally sound practices that protect 

and improve the quality and quantity of groundwater resources. Continuous 
improvement should be a goal.

The Kalamazoo water utility does a good job!
The safety of drinking water should be and is a high priority in Kalamazoo County. After 

all, it is necessary for life and poor quality can affect your health. Contingencies 
for continual testing and maintenance of supply systems should be planned and in 
place; especially emergency supply if systems fail.

There are contaminated wells but I don't know which areas are concerned.
There needs to be a full survey and investigation. Alarmingly, people consume fish from 

local waterways. My apartment water is usually rust colored; especially when the 
hot water faucet is on in a building that is over 100 years old.

This survey reminds me that I've got to be much better informed. Thank you for doing 
this research.

Too much chlorine! I'd like safer water! I'd like to spend more taxes to do so!
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Very concerned since we are currently having a water main run up our street due to 
contamination from the KL landfill.

Very good. Always drink out of the tap - never gotten sick from it. It tastes good/no bad 
odors or taste.

Very poor
Very questionable
We absolutely do not drink Kalamazoo tap water. We purchase our drinking water plus 

water used for cooking etc.
We are an EPA Blue level county!
We had to install a filter system for our water. The water had a bad smell and at time was 

full of brown sediment.
We need our check as often as allowed by the city or county.
We need safe and clean drinking water and need to preserve our fresh water lakes and 

stop taking our fresh lake water and bottling it for selling.
We need to get the fluoride out of the drinking water. There is significant research that 

shows it is detrimental to our health.
Where I live I have very good tasting water but I do use a Brita filter
Where I live it is safe
Worried... Kalamazoo is an old industrial town. We must have LEAD PIPES! Also, my 

water out of the tap smells like bleach!
You still supply city residents' water with lead pipes in some locations - That's totally 

[unacceptable] - I'm sure YOU wouldn't drink that!!!
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A removal or eradication of mute swans by legitimate and legalized eradication methods. 
Much like the snow goose conservation act. The mute swan is an invasive species.

All water in trailer parks are yellow and not safe to drink or cook or bathe with. Make 
them change and test water there. Clean water for all class!!!!

As above
Best!
Can the city regulate the amount of unused paved spaces? For example, behind Maple 

Hill Mall, it is a huge amount of unused pavement which affects water run-off. 
Could some of these spaces be turned into little parks or green space for water 
run-off?

Check above - have had just water in church and just a sip a Sunday.
Check the water resources of Kalamazoo County; anything could happen to our water at 

any time.
Close line 5!
Complaints have not been rewarding.
Continue testing for lead etc.
Current regulations on septic systems are inadequate. As an example, the side setback for 

a septic system, from an adjacent property line is on [5"?]. Terrible! Minimum lot 
sizes for developments not connected to a sanitary sewer need to be established 
and enforced county wide.
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Data rules!
Enbridge!
Face it, you don't have the real money or support to fix it! Best to manage it and take out 

the stigma of being public and truthful about how bad it is. Stuff comes 
unreported all the time and I would rather know!

Get rid of all lead pipes or unknown (possible) lead pipes. Seems like you're only starting
to get serious about this because of the Flint situation. Inexcusable that there are 
still lead pipes serving some residents!!! Heads should roll - prosecutors should 
investigate this here in Kalamazoo.

Good luck with your research! Keep up the good work. Funding sucks but good science 
never does!

Great job. Keep it up. Thanks for the survey. Sorry for the pen color - using the kid's pen.
I am concerned that the number of local [pivot?] irrigation systems are upsetting natural 

ground water levels and quality.
I am on the fence as to why the city/county taxpayers are paying for lead pipe 

remediation. Should be a homeowner/landlord responsibility IF levels test above 
limit.

I do have a whole house filter and water softener. The water is black as it comes in! Why 
so gross? Tastes OK and is clear after filtering.

I don't like having to be concerned/worry to check if there is a boil water advisory.
I don't like the heavy chlorine smell and taste of unfiltered water and it is poor enough 

that I have to replace filter monthly instead of quarterly that is recommended by 
the filtration system.

I don't want Kalamazoo to be another Flint, Michigan tragedy. I want us to be the 
"champions" of safe drinking water!

I feel more community outreach should occur in order for people to understand how 
water is treated. Also, education should be provided to better understand why 
fluoride is added to drinking water.

I have a private well and do my own treatment of my water, iron filter, softener and a 
[reverse osmosis] drinking water system.

I have had serious safe drinking water problems since 1971-2017. Max manure, 
pesticides, herbicides, fungicides have been applied to [Names withheld]. M.D.A 
(admit it) (Michigan Department of Agriculture) fertilizers, manure, pesticides, 
herbicides, fungicides, no hazard waste containers. The Department of Agriculture
is the final and total problem with water and air toxification and poor air quality 
in Michigan and the U.S. air, water, lakes, streams and rivers. Secondly, is 
industrial runoff of machinery, steels, oils, solvents and industrial hazards. OSHA 
watches industry closely, no one watches farming pollution; I found H2S, N, 
[illegible], E. coli, potassium, nitrogen, nitrides, nitrates and (CAFO) [names 
withheld]. Possible lead in water lines in Kalamazoo City? City zoo gone since 
1950s, Milham Park.

I like the pre-movie quiz.
I like the taste of the water at home!
I love drinking water!
I realize due to my answers to 17-20 I am not adequately informed [of?] these concerns.
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I simply don't know much about our water use and management in Kalamazoo. Where 
would I go to learn more? We are all worried about water after what happened in 
Flint. Are we also at risk?

I think Portage should find a water source that doesn't contain minerals.
I think there should be more outreach to the private well owners. Educating them about 

getting their water supply tested once a year. And, more emphasis on irrigation 
wells. There should be more regulations on dairy farms and irrigation wells.

I would like to know more about our drinking water and runoff water remediation.
I would like to see bi-annual flushing
I would like to see water and sewers provided throughout the county. Environmental 

friendly uses should be encouraged; and, if possible, incentives should be 
provided to encourage utilization.

I would wish I could feel safe drinking it. Buying water is an unnecessary expense for 
one on a limited income! Thank you!

I'm not familiar of what water resources are used for Kalamazoo County. The waters in 
the area seem polluted and I hope our drinking water is tested regularly and even 
daily to ensure safety.

If the county can get a few billion dollars, build infrastructure to pipe it in from the Big 
Lake. In all seriousness, continuous coverage of water safety and safety measures 
taken by the City and County is necessary via traditional channels (email 
newsletter, View from the Curb, etc.) plus better coordination with regional EPA 
for in-person forums and meetings.

In my area, I've experienced strong perfume and chemical smells when people do their 
laundry. I think we need to educate people that clothes are equally clean with less 
detergent as the detergent negatively affects our water system.

It would be nice if something could be done about the rust and general "hardness" of the 
water.

K-zoo is good. Now send this survey to Flint [residents].
Lawns should not be allowed to be watered. City Neighborhood Organization ought to be

involved in discussing water issues.
Maybe have flyers/more information about the water system available at the public 

libraries.
Maybe offer free water testing.
More public info regarding efforts to clean the water and keep pollution out of the rivers, 

lakes, etc.
Move away from [I row?] to a better PUC plastics. When I cut my pipe for a new 

connection all the iron tracked on the bottom created an orange line on bottom of 
CPUC pipe.

My impression since I have been transplanted from Seattle to Michigan is one of 
disappointment and anger. Seattle has 100% compliance with residential/business 
recycling, a plastic shopping bag ban, a prohibition against gas leakage from cars 
(the salmon are not the only ones needing clean H2O to drink), and emissions 
standard. If every state in our vast country were as careful with our natural 
resources then I think clean water would be perceived as an entitlement and not to
be overlooked. EVER. Thank you for the opportunity to answer your survey.

N/A
N/A; Keep up the good work!
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Neighbor lived in this house since 1920 (well water) [and] died at 92 yrs old
Nestle should not be allowed to drain Michigan dry for their own profit!!! Sorry if this 

isn't applicable but it's how I feel!!!
Neutral
No additional comments.
No comments
No concerns
No concerns at this time.
None at this time. Please consider in my responses that I myself have 31 years experience

in public works and my son has 5 years. Thanks.
Offer more information on getting water tested and make it very affordable too. That 

helps the county in getting more test results from county wide individuals wells.
Other than fluoride, I think our county stays on top of concerns with our water.
PCB contamination in the Kalamazoo River. Damage from the Enbridge oil spill.
People still buy water to drink because there is no faith in the safety of city water!!
Please evaluate the water in this area if you are concerned you will or whom ever will 

take the time to come and check the water. Thank you. Whitney, if you're 
concerned please come get a sample or talk to the residents at this apartment 
complex.

Please see above.
Please see my comments above
Potential pollutants should be monitored such as river oil/chemical spills, 

farming/livestock runoff, paper industry waste, lumber treatment waste, etc. 
Residents ability to check their drinking water should be convenient and low cost.

Preserve our fresh water lakes in Michigan.
Protect Great Lakes - tell Trump!
Protect groundwater from contamination.
Remove fluoride from the drinking water.
Runoff water from farms and industries; people not educated enough about our water 

sources
So, maybe a notification of where to take water to be tested could go out for publication 

in newspaper or somewhere else? Thank you for your time.
Sorry, not well enough informed.
Texas Township needs a water tower
Thank you
The city should do some public education about car washing and dumping in the city 

streets - commercials on radio, Facebook, billboards. Also, feel strongly that 
"View from the Curb" should be published in Spanish as well as English. 
Currently missing about [half] of my neighbors in English only format.

The cost of having my water supplied by city has increased substantially since I switched 
to city water. It has tripled. Why?

The Kalamazoo River is a beautiful river that desperately needs more attention - clean-up
and more access for recreation. What is being done to control farm run-off? My 
old well tested high for nitrites - no idea who monitors this.

The people in our county were all created by God. We need to treat them the best that we 
can. God does! Let's follow his example. Don't cut corners and always repair our 
mistakes.
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The rate of replacing lead lines should be [accelerated] and should not have taken the 
Flint crisis to more efforts to today's partially [accelerated] rate.

The water is so hard it stains my sink and shower. And I dislike that.
They [need] to make water drinking [illegible] water not so hard of water. Thank you.
This has made me realize that I need to pay more attention to this matter, as I am finding 

I didn't know the answers to questions asked in survey, and feel I should have.
Upgrade the pipes so our water is not constantly rusty. We can do better.
Vicksburg does not put fluoride in their water. Don't know why this is? The town isn't 

informed enough or they don't use the right way to let us know more. Need 
newsletter or something.

Water dude toys. It's for the kids
We are on a segment of pipe that does not have continuous flow. At times the water is full

of iron. Driveways in area are rust colored where the water hits. More than 
flushing the lines a couple times a year needs to happen.

We cannot drink or cook with tap water - bad taste
We need a storm-water fee to upgrade and improve where and what is going into our 

storm sewers. I think most people are unaware of how they effect storm-water.
We purchase our water by the gallon at D&W Store and have done so for many years. 

Several years ago we were getting large amounts of yellowish water. Our 
laundered items were getting yellow. Now we use [illegible].

We should have more locations and advertisements for recycling.
We try not to use straight tap water for drinking and cooking. We hate the chlorinated 

smell, don't agree [with] fluoridated water so we use our reverse osmosis system 
for ingestion by us and our pets.

When the part time Hazardous Waste Center is closed we put hazardous materials in 
garbage.

Why is the water so hard and taste like metal? This needs fixed.
Why was my water fine (taste wise) until ~2.5 years ago and it's now so nasty we have to 

filter it!!
Would like ground water sampling data for my area.
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Note: This is not an exact replica of the questionnaire’s appearance, but does present the 
individual questions exactly as presented on the original questionnaire.

2017 Kalamazoo Drinking Water Questionnaire

1) What do you think is the source of drinking water in Kalamazoo County?
○  Lakes, rivers and streams in the County
○  Lake Michigan
○  Groundwater
○  I don’t know

2) How is the tap water in your home supplied?
○  By a Public Water Supply System. If yes, which one? ____________
○  By a private well
○  I don’t know 

3) If your tap water comes from a private well, how often do you have it tested?
○  I don’t have a well (skip to number 5)
○  Never (if never, please answer question 4)
○  Every few years (skip to number 5)
○  At least once a year (skip to number 5)

4) If you answered “never” in question 3, why have you never had your well sampled?
○  Cost of samples
○  Have safe water – not necessary
○  Not convenient – too much trouble
○  Concerned about results and consequences
○  Other. Please specify:  _______________

5) At home, my primary source of drinking water is (select one)
○  Straight from the tap  (if from the tap, please skip to question 7)
○  Filtered tap water  
○  Bottled water

6) Which of the following is the main reason why you use filtered tap water or bottled water in your 
home?

○  Because of health concerns
○  To improve taste
○  To improve clarity
○  For another reason. Please specify: ____________________

7) What do you do with your unused medicines, vitamins, and other health supplements?
○  Keep them or use them all
○  Flush down the toilet or sink
○  Put in the garbage

      ○  Dispose at a “Red Med Box” location
○  Other.  Please specify: ___________________________
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8) What do you do with leftover household chemicals such as paints, thinners, herbicides and pesticides, 
and used oil or coolants?  /����#����
�����������  ��01

□  I never have a need to dispose of these products 
□  Put in the garbage 
□  Flush down the toilet or sink
□  Take to hazardous waste disposal center
□  Dump on the ground
□  Put down the storm sewer
□  Other.  Please specify: _________________________

9) How often do you apply fertilizer, pesticides, and/or herbicides (or have them applied) to your lawn?
○  Never – I do not have a lawn
○  Never – I do not use them
○  Once or twice a year
○  Three or more times a year

10) What type of system does the City of Kalamazoo use to handle rain and melting snow from roads, 
pavements, and other impervious surfaces?

○  Sanitary sewer
○  Separate storm sewer
○  Combined sanitary and storm sewer
○  It all soaks into the ground
○  I don’t know

11) Do you have an unused/abandoned well(s) on your property?
○  Yes, and it is properly plugged with bentonite/cement
○  Yes, but it is not plugged
○  No
○  I don’t know

12) Where you have received information about drinking water, groundwater, or other water resource 
matters in Kalamazoo County? /����#����
�����������  ��01

□  None
□  TV
□  Radio Ads
□  Facebook
□  Other social media source(s)
□  Newspaper or local news online 
□  Kalamazoo City or County websites (e.g., protectyourwater.net)
□  Other Internet source(s)
□  “View from the Curb” Newsletter
□  Public Water Supply Annual Water Quality Reports 
□  School courses or programs
□  At County fairs, festivals, or other community events
□  Metro Bus Ads
□  Pre-Movie Theater Trailer Ads
□  Other. Please specify: ____________________
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) �����#�������� . In this section, we are interested in your opinions on water resource concerns. There 
are no right or wrong answers. Please circle the number that indicates how you truly feel about these 
matters, on a scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. If you feel strongly about one or more of 
these issues or have further thoughts to share, please provide comments on the next page.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

13) I think that my drinking water is safe. ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

14) I think that elevated iron and/or hardness in 
drinking water is a ������  concern.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

15) I think pollutants (such as auto fluids, grass 
clippings, or leaves) from streets, parking lots, and 
other impervious surfaces can negatively affect the 
water quality of rivers, lakes, or groundwater.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

16) Public Water Supply Systems should continue its 
practice of adding fluoride to its drinking water 
system for dental benefits (Kalamazoo City has 
added fluoride since 1951).

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

17) Industrial and commercial businesses in 
Kalamazoo County are making an acceptable effort 
to protect our water resources.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

18) My �����  governments are making an acceptable 
effort to protect groundwater.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

19) My �����  governments are making an acceptable 
effort to protect our surface water (lakes, streams and
Kalamazoo River) by stormwater management, etc. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

20) I think the City of Kalamazoo is making an 
acceptable effort to address the concern of lead in 
drinking water.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

21) I want to be better informed about water 
resources in Kalamazoo County.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

22) I support ordinances that continue to give �����  
government authority to protect the quality of our 
drinking water.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○

23) I take actions to conserve water in my daily life. ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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	����
� ���# .  The following questions will help us be certain we have a representative sample of 
people in the county.

24) What is your Zip Code?                                                 

25) What is your age?
○  18-24
○  25-34
○  35-49
○  50-64
○  65 or older

26) What is the highest level of education that you have completed?
○  Less than high school
○  High school diploma or GED
○  Some college, vocational training, or Associate Degree
○  Four-year college degree (e.g., B.A., B.S.)
○  Master’s, doctoral, or professional degree (e.g., M.A., M.D., J.D., Ph.D.)

27) How do you feel about the safety of the drinking water in Kalamazoo County?
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

28) We welcome your comments and suggestions about the water resources of Kalamazoo County, 
including any concerns that you might have about the drinking water. Please write them in the space 
below.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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